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Update
.jiirity Race Shuts Down Bridge
ximateiy 7,500 runners and walkers took over the upper
n'if the Bay Bridge Sunday morning for a charity race benefiting
.[PS awareness and services. The event was sponsored by
ifespanThe race prompted the closure of the bridge's eight San
:;jncisco-bound lanes between 5 and 9:48 a.m. The closure had
-jjnally drawn criticism from inconvenienced motorists. Caltrans
received more than 1,100 calls prior to the race from people
,.i over the scheduled shutdown of the bridge.
The expected traffic jam and problems never occurred. To
ot the upper-deck closure, BART began running its services at
:j.m„ three hours before regular Sunday service. According to
:iaals, the closure for the race was the first bridge shut down
iince 1989's Lorn a Prieta earthquake.
aban Doctor Discusses Nation's Practices Against AIDS
Dr. Jorge Perez, a leader of Cuba's battles against AIDS visited
.niversity ot California, Berkeley for a lecture on his country's
. arroversial practices of dealing with the disease.
Cuba's program consists of isolating people with the AIDS virus
rest of the Cuban population. Cuba is currently the only
the world to use quarantines and mandatory testing in
t against AIDS. As a result, it has received great criticism
in the United States,
rg to Perez, the patients at the sanitariums receive
treatments and have access to free services, including
and use of medical equipment. Patients also receive
and Interferon treatments which have slowed the spread of
disease.
ice Cuba opened the first sanitarium for the evaluation and
treatment of HIV-positive patients in 1986, the country has
officially recorded only 833 cases of HIV infection.
Opens Doors
Seventy-five people enrolled at the Institute for Gay and Lesbian
"cation. The institute began its classes last week in borrowed
>°ms scattered around West Hollywood. The students gathered
;Vher to explore topics tailored to a homosexual audience by
W School
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President Bill L. Atchley and two
other UOP executives had their of
fices searched by the San Joaquin
District Attorney's Office on Sept.
I I. The affidavit seeking the war
rant, as reported in The Stockton
Record, stated that the district
attorney's office expected to find
evidence that UOP executives knew
about the ongoing toxic-waste
problem, but chose to ignore it. The
other offices investigated belonged
to Executive Vice President John
Ryan and Financial Director Michael
Coins.
The search followed
allegations
that UOP physical plant employees
liad dumped lead-tainted traffic
paint into city storm drains. Ac
cording to the Record, investiga
tors left with several documents,
but would not reveal what they had
found.
The administrators denied the
allegations. "I believe the district
attorney," Ryan said, "would find
that we have complied with the
requirements of law in the handling,
disposal and recording of the haz

ardous wastes."
According to county health offi
cials, approximately 20 gallons of
paint were discovered in the
University's storm-drain system on
Aug. 7. Following the discovery,
city workers immediately plugged
storm drains and shut down a pump
to keep the hazardous waste from
entering the Delta.
A week later, inspectors from
the district attorney's office and
county health officials were denied
entry by University administrators
on the advice of UOP attorneys. On
Aug. 18, the first search warrant
was issued and the district
attorney's office investigated UOP's
physical plant department where
the paint was stored.
The Stockton Record reported
that "in an affidavit supporting the
warrant,
Investigator
Dean
Hendricks said county pollutioncontrol officials were told by UOP
maintenance employees it was
'commQu pra&tjgg' to wa.sh
down the drain."
"There was a mistake made and
when the mistake was found out,"
Ryan said, "we expended several
thousands of dollars to correct it
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Executive Offices Searched for Evidence

-homosexual teachers.
!he idea of the institute was developed a year ago o owing a
:eseafch showing the anatomical differences between the brains
1,1 homosexual and heterosexual men. The institute was predicted
have 50 instructors and 500 students in the first yeai. ^<nvever,
g
It '5 students have enrolled so fa, and 14 of the 22 scheduled j ^
asses

24,

and did so immediately."
During the search of the campus
maintenance department, corre
spondences
were
found
that
showed administrators had been
made aware of toxic-waste prob
lems as early as 1990. These memos
were the basis of the search of the
executive offices.
Until 1991, the University had
no formal environmental-compli
ance program. At the urging of
UOP's
chemistry
department
Chairman Mike Minch in a memo to
former Executive Vice President
Horace Fleming, the University
adopted its current program.
"Most universities have a com
pliance officer... ," Minch stated.
"Unfortunately in the past UOP has
ignored these issues, just as they
have many areas of routine main
tenance until they have ballooned
into potential catastrophes."
Derrel Houdashelt, former haz
ardous-waste handler in the chemJ.StTK ^pParfcr-vva£ appointed, as
UOP's Environmental Safety Officer
in March 1991. Houdashelt's new
post called for informing all the
departments about toxic waste and
handling procedures. However, ac-

cording to him, no information had
been provided to physical plant. "1
think that's one place where I failed
to write a memo," Houdashelt said.
He also said no environmental-safety
audit has been done of the Univer
sity.
Ryan said Deputy District Attor
ney Lisa Brown, who is handling the
case, has not given him the reason
for the searches or any information
about the case.
According to Brown, the Univer
sity is still under investigation and
no decisions have been reached as
to what measures the district
attorney's office will take. "In gen
eral, we (the district attorney's
office) make decisions on a case,
whether it's civil or criminal," Brown
said. "In either situation you have to
go to court. We're not to that stage
with UOP yet." Brown would not
offer any more comments on the
case.
"I think a lot of this has been
blown -out. of -proportion," Atchley
said.
This article is based upon 'The
Stockton Record's" UOP toxic-waste
story.

Atchley Back at the Helm
By
News

Monica

Yadegar

Editor

University staff, faculty and
students were concerned that due
to medical complications, President
Bill L. Atchley would not be able to
take full rein of his position once he
returned to the University. However,
according to Atchley, he is back in
full force at the office.

"I missed interacting with the
students," said Atchley of the time
he was hospitalized. "I hope that
they will feel free to come, sit down
and talk now that I'm back."
Atchley was hospitalized for 10
days near the end of spring semes
ter while he was traveling to meet
with parents and alumni. Atchley
then returned to Stockton and was
on medication. "In the first part of

June, the doctors ran another MRI
on me to see if I was healing well,"
he said. "They said that they needed
to operate."
Atchley underwent an open heart
surgery to repair the tear inside his
aorta. While Atchley was recuper
ating, the University vice presidents
handled the President's affairs.
"We went through tough times
last year," he said, referring to the
across-the-board budget cuts and
the Western Association of Schools
and Colleges (WASC) report. "We
took early steps in turning the Uni
versity around. As a result, we're
healthier today than we have been
in a long time."
There are several other reasons,
according to Atchley, that have
contributed to the University be
coming healthier this year. "We've
attracted some outstanding stu
dents and the Benerd endowment
has been a tremendous gift to us,"
he said.
Atchley hopes to
continue raising endowments for
UOP and has set a new goal to
reach. "Our endowment used to be
$9 million and currently it's at $35
million," Atchley said. "We're now
shooting for $70 million. I think this
is a year of new beginnings."
In addition to endowment plan
ning, Atchley is also upholding his
promises made during the budget
cuts from last year. "I'm restoring
some of the retirement matchin
money on October 1," he said. "1
had promised to restore them as
soon as possible. In January we wi
evaluate where we stand in our
budget and see if more of the cut
backs can be restored."
According to Atchley, evalua
tions will have to be made often in
order to guarantee Pacific's con
(See

Atchley,

Page

11)
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Pep?
Where's the Been
Quieted
UOP Athletics Have
the Lack of a Jazz Band
Matthew

By
Guest

" ASUOP sponsored an 'All Campus BBQ' last week. The event
featured live band music by the Bliss Ninnies and more than 20
sponsored clubs and organization booths.

Neuenburg

Writer

So far this year the football and
volleyball games have one major
absense: the pep band. The usual
pep band for these events has been
no where to be found, leaving the
crowd to its own devices for moti
vational cheers.
Rumors have abounded to ex
plain the situation as a conflict
between the Conservatory of Mu
sic and the athletic department.
However, the Dean of the Conser
vatory of Music, Dr. Carl Nosse,
denies these accusations by ac
knowledging that a pep band has
already been formed for the re
maining home football games and
predicts a band will be performing
at volleyball matches shortly.
Pep bands have long been a
staple at UOP's major athletic draws,
such as women's volleyball, football
and men's basketball, as they are
across the
nation's
university
campuses. Known for its wild an-

tics, varied selection of songs and
inspirational numbers, the pep ban
is closely related to the entire col
legiate athletic experience. "Having
a Tonight Show style big band of
talented musicians adds a lot to the
excitment of the game, stated Ben
Oliver, a music education major.
One of the main explanations for
the slow start in the pep band
involvement at games is a reason
able one: the recent induction of
the latest athletic director, Bob
Lee. Though he took over the post
mid-way through last year, this is
actually his first year at the helm of
the athletic department. Only after
the athletic department areas are
running smoothly does the luxury
of the game presentation arrive,
which includes working with Dean
Nosse.
"My staff, Bob Halseth and Mike
Vax, Bob Lee and I are all talking
about what direction we'll take this
year," Nosse said.
"We're still
shaping it."
Nosse felt it was only
natural to have a few games

September ^

From
The
'ifit0'"

As it
pass by to feel each side out.
stands now, the upcoming home
football games will include , P 1
band an/the dean's staffHs wo*mg
on organizing bands for both future
volleyball and basketbal even
"All we're waiting for now is the g
ahead from Bob Lee.
Some of the stories that arose
over the pep band's disappearance
included that the athletic depart
ment had stiffed the Conservatory
$2,000, forcing the Conservatory
to pay the basketball pep band
salaries of the 1991-92 season.
This was said to have resulted in a
boycott of athletic events by the
Conservatory, including renditions
of the national anthem before
games. Traditionally, the athletic
department has funded the pep
bands coordinated by the Conser
vatory and according to Nosse, all
funds have been properly allocated.
Members of previous pep bands
anxiously await for its return to the
sports scene. "I really hope this
works out," said Ed Phippen, band

s

sire '
of ihe «
ries
Me0l° c to read an

director of last year's
band. "The bands are a |0,"
d
and we enjoy playing both
crowd and the athletes. \ve Ih1
band plays a part in the

Mike

Guest

Niethammer

Writer

Last Friday UOP hosted the
Special Olympics at the UOP pool.
Approximately 200 teachers, stu
dents,
volunteers
and
special
Olympic competitors showed up
for the half-day event.
"The whole event was very
positive and it was a very friendly
atmosphere. I heard nothing but
cheers,"
said senior water polo
player/lifeguard Mike Maroney.
Maroney was just one of the many
people who helped during the
Olympics. Others volunteered to be
lifeguards, timers and swimming
spotters.
Sports sciences Assistant Pro
fessor, Dr. )ohn G. Boelter, was
responsible for most of the UOP
students who showed to help out
with the event. Conveniently, his
Adapted Physical Education class
met at the same time as the Special
Olympics. As a result, 50 of the
volunteers were from his class alone.
"Maybe some students might not
find it so great, but many find it
really satisfying to help out," Boelter

said.
Student Eric Sharar said of
Boelter, "Fie is a good man and a
likeable guy, which is just what
causes, like the Special Olympics,
need to get people motivated and
to get involved." Boelter has been
working with the Special Olympics
since 1987.
Before 1987 Boelter was in
volved with other charities, but he
felt it was not right to put a person
on a track without any preparation
and have them run as fast as they
can. Today the Special Olympic
athletes prepare and practice the
events before they compete and it
greatly reduces the chance of injury.
Boelter said, "Today they pay better
attention to the athletes."
Being a professor and also a
former USC defensive end has
taught Boelter a lot about athletes
and athletics.
Boelter was presented with the
Fay and Alex G. Spanos Distin
guished Teaching Award earlier this
month. Boelter received the award
for his participative style of teach
ing, high consideration for students
and community involvement.

Sororities Participate in
Open Bidding
By Kimi Wines
Guest

Writer

At the beginning of the fall
semester, UOP women were sur
prised to find that this was the
first year all sororities partici
pated in informal rush, also known
as continuous open bidding. Con
tinuous open bidding simply
means that each sorority, Alpha
Chi Omega, Delta Delta Delta,
Delta Gamma, and Kappa Alpha
Theta, is allowed to extend bids

throughout the semester to UOP
women with at least twelve units
until they reach their house total.
According to Michelle Brunick,
rush chairman of Kappa Alpha
Theta, the continuous open bid
ding process is very stressful on
the house as a whole. Since there
are no Panhellinic rules, the con
tinuous open bidding process is
very confusing. Brunick said, "If
numbers are low in formal spring
(See
Rush, Page
11)

Any Students Desiring
Free Tickets to High Holy
Days Worship Services at
Temple Isreal Should
Contact the Chaplain's
Office in Morris Chaple.

By

Damarise

Guest

Contreras

Writer

The Enabling Services Program,
geared to helping students with
learning and/or physical disabilities,
is newly organized this semester.
Formerly under the assistant dean,
the increasing number of disabled
students on campus necessitated
a more extensive program. The
headquarters are now located on
the second floor of Bannister Hall in
the CIP office.
Executive Director Sally Rivera
provides
pre-admissions
and
graduate student advising and also
oversees
the
program.
Anita
Bautista of the Supportive Service
Program provides counseling for
physically
disabled
students.
Howard Houck of the Academic
Skills Center provides counseling

Enrollment

Update

* 324 more students are enrolled
at UOP this fall than last year
* Enrollment increase is ap
proximately 20 percent higher
* Total number of students en
rolled this year is 3,959
* Total number of students en
rolled last year was 3,635
* SAT scores for entering fresh
men have increased 11 percent
* Entering students' grade point
averages have risen from 3.02 to
3.20
* 50 students have been awarded
Regent's Scholarships
* Newly established residence hall
for honor students is housing 67 stu
dents
* 161 students have transferred
from San Joaquin Delta Community
College
- Information was provided by
Office of Admissions and University
Relations

for learning disabled students. In
addition, Houck helps students ob
tain taped text books, in-class note
takers and extended test times as
well as refers them to outside pro
fessionals or clinics for learning dis
ability testing.
Bautista said that one of her
biggest concerns is making the
campus safe and accessible to
disabled students. "We're doing
the best we can do to provide
services to the students," she said.
"We need to sensitize the campus
and make everyone aware of the
disabled students on campus."
Some of the problems encoun
tered, according to Rivera, are
narrow
doorways,
inaccessible
bathrooms and water fountains that
are too high. "Hopefully there will be
a time when there will be elevators,
chairlifts or handrails," she said.

"Whatever it takes to make the
campus accessible."
Another area for improvement is
communication among the depart
ments. "We are going to make sure
that the lines are open so that we
can get the preparations done ahead
of time," Bautista said. "All of the
students are very patient. They are
willing to work with us. They know
that this is something new that we
are in charge of." The first step in
accomplishing better communica
tion will be a weekly committee
meeting, consisting of the Enabling
Services Program as well as physi
cal plant, the bookstore and the
registrar's office.
Students also need to be made
aware of the services provided.
"There still are a lot of students
arriving who are not aware of the
services that we have," said Houck.
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Public Safety Crime Report
-AT?RON
-ARSON

* While on patrol early
Tuesday morning, an officer
discovered and extinguished a
small fire set by an incinerary
device next to the Archania
fraternity house.
-AUTO BURGLARY
* A pull-out stereo was
forced out of the dashboard of
a vehicle parked in the 600
block of W. Stadium Drive Friday
afternoon.
-THEFT
* A spare tire was taken
from a green Ford Explorer,
parked in Lot #6 (north of Carter
House) in the past two weeks.
* A University map stand
and "Tommy the Tiger" mascot

Hurricane 'Iniki Relief
The Hawaiian Club is taking donations to
help the victims of Hurricane 'Iniki.
They are taking canned food, clothes, monetary
donation or anything that you can donate.

Please help the Hurricane 'Iniki victims.
Mahalo Nui Loa, The Hawaiian Club
For more information please contact:
Carlene, Jean or Kristy - 957-8069

...jl .
,
cardboard figure were taken
from the campus grounds.

* A first floor resident of
Southwest Hall reported the
theft of his mattress, which he
had placed outside of his room
while he was arranging his fur
niture.

-VANDALISM
A west side window at

b<)<

gS-dr.
festivitie

e n t e r t a i n m e n t o t t h e event;

UOP Hosts Special
Olympics
Enabling Services Aides Students
With Special Needs
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Apartments was damaged
pellet gun on Saturday,
possible suspects were
fied and questioned about
incident.
* On Friday evenib
window in the fish bowl af
Grace Covell Hall was found
ken.

Applications for Reside]!
Assistants and Student
J*'.
Advisors are still being
accepted.
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Applications may be
Picked up i n the Residential
life and Housing office as ^
as the Student Advising
Office.
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We have a responsibility to ourselves by attending UOP. There
intelligent people who are not able to attend college for many
ons, the most common being that of finances. It is important
take advantage of our education without allowing alcohol take
mtrol of our future. Don't allow yourself to be sucked into the
Stockton bar scene when there is business at hand. There will be
when you will feel lonely and desolate, yet that is not all bad.
It must attempt to satisfy our own personal goals for the future,
about it as d a night of booze will not help in achieving the life we hope to
uit we can |bd after we graduate. The future is upon us, and though it sounds
as smooth! ie, we must seize each and every day. Success is not the result
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and dedication to an individual's master plan,
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id, "I came on't you are a fool
ce realizing As my father always told me, the only person in the world you
ive as good "w to satisfy is the one who stares back at you when you look
d anywhere the mirror. If you can made that person proud, you will command
at we want respect and admiration to those around you. That's what life is all
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A weekend spent walking the
Have you ever walked out of your
streets of a metropolis such as San favorite restaurant, girl on
1 rancisco will open anyone's eyes arm, stomach full and feeling rela
to the issue of what to do when tively content, when your bliss is
approached by a beggar. The rudely interrupted by an outstretched
question is dependent on one's hand followed by the inquiry, "can
sensitivity, but the issue affects you spare some change?"
anyone with a place to sleep at
Yes, I can spare some change. I
night. When you pass a heap of work. It's called "a job." I,
tattered filthy clothing reeking of unlike the owner of the outstretched
urine to find it is a man with a hand, earn my money, and no, Mr.
styrofoam cup in his hands as he "outstretched hand," you may not
pleadingly mumbles for a little have what I have rightfully and duti
change, you will feel for the guy. fully earned. This may come off as
Those who are faced with beggars being selfish and self-important, but
every day usually become numbed it is, however, the way the jungle
to their existence, giving them as operates. The entire concept of phil
much consideration as the pigeons anthropic enterprise has not es
(who are also beggars). This is a sad caped me completely. I am a believer
fact of life; Americans would gen in "good causes," but the out
erally like to sweep the problem stretched hand begging for
under the rug rather than deal with my loose change and the corre
it. It is probably due to the fact that sponding lint which accompanies it
for only a few minutes each day, the simply fills me with disgust.
people who can help this problem
When you get right down to it, if
only see it going to and from work. I did, out of the kindness of
The problem will grow with every my heart, decide to flip Polly a pro
population-related problem, which verbial cracker, would my token gift
is especially large on the west coast. be structured towards a form of
Homeless people often migrate here substinance as beneficial as, lets
because of the climate, tourism and say, food? The answer, of course, is
hype.
no. Most likely, my dollar will end up
One reason people don't give up in the cash register of the local liquor
change is because they feel they store, or even worse at the bottom
are giving their hard-earned money of some crack pipe. I, therefore, am
to some freeloading drifter. Of obligated to ask myself if it is my
course in some cases this is true, responsibility to supplement an
but keep in mind over 75% of the individual's drug dependency. Once
American population is just a pay again, negative. Not on your life.
What I am most curious about is
check away from being homeless
("USA Today", May 10, 1992). In from where did this "something for
other words, their economic stability nothing" ideal evolve? In case you're
would disintigrate if they did not not keeping score, communism is
receive their next check, or the one down for the ten count. The Reaganafter that, etc. Now if you consider Bush tag-team won that war in a
the chance of something going blood-filled, pay-per-view, cagewrong with that situation you would match
it 'ial
see the reality of homelessness is extravaganza. Where did the Ameri
can ideal of starting from scratch
very near to millions of people.
Another reason people never give and working towards the collective
money is because they say the beggar goal of success, monetary or other
will only use it to buy liquor, cigarettes, wise, disappear to? Most of these
or drugs. This is true in many cases; beggars do little more for their hand
beggars will put out their "hungry" outs than sit on a street corner and
sign to go buy a beer with your look pathetic. You'll get no sympa
money. It is very difficult to tell what thy from me. Why don't they do
beggar you can trust. Still, that is an something? Anything? I could be
easy excuse not to help. There are persuaded if I see that they are
organizations throughout the Bay willing to earn their dollar. Clean the
Area that sell special tickets for the sidewalks. Pick up the immediate
homeless. These tickets can only buy area around them. Entertain me.
food, so when you give them away Anything. Then I may be a little more
you know where your money is going. sympathetic to their cause.
Realistically, I do admit that many
You can support a local shelter in
of
these people are unemployable
your neighborhood that offers free
meals. If you are at all concerned, and are at the end of their rope.
standing behind a food counter serv Where is it written, however, that
ing mashed potatoes for a few hours you can't go down fighting? Work
a week would make you feel a hell of for food. Clean yourself up. Make a
a lot better about the situation. There difference. Until then, don't stick
are dozens of ways to alleviate the your hand out
situation that aren't time-consum looking for charity. Santa Claus
ing. One must look for a way to help comes once a year, and unfortu
rather than looking for a reason to nately for them, we're still in the
middle of September.
write off the problem.
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Letters To The Editor
While Mr. Elliot found the film posite sex, the same sex and
Basic Instinct an "aid in breaking even from oneself.
the barriers between the straight
The "lesbian issue" is not
and gay communities", I found his merely a question of sex. One
opinion article further building does not "practice" one's "sexual
barriers between students on tendencies"; rather a person has
campus. In this letter to the edi an orientation that is the foun
tor I will address Elliot's opinions dation for his or her identity (yes,
concerning "the lesbian social is- that includes one's sexuality as
sue .
well as many other components).
As for Elliot's comments on I would hope that all people,
the "justifiability" of considering straight or gay, practice their
lesbianism taboo, one only needs sexual behaviors in "a safe and
to look at history and across private environment". I hope that
cultures to understand that les Elliot is not inferrring that one
bians have existed in every his should hide their identity. Gay,
torical period and in every culture. lesbian and bisexual people have
All human beings have instincts experienced years of secrecy
and from the use of historical and where their identities have been
cross-cultural data, we must ac ignored and denied. In an age
knowledge that not all people are where we recognize the impor
instinctually attracted to the tance of the value of strength
opposite sex. Elliot's failure to ening self-esteem in young adults,
"comprehend a women's com we cannot ignore the importance
plete sexual satisfaction without of valuing strength in every per
the company of a man" origi son—gay or straight.
nates from his lack of knowledge
As
for
"violence"
being
about the sexual functionings of "foreseeabale" on campus, Elliot's
the female anatomy. Yes, Mr. article portraying Republicans and
Elliot, it is possible to achieve full GAP members as opposites on a
sexual satisfaction from the op (See
Letter,
Page
11)
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eteria," said Clinton.
An esti their diets," said Howard Raber,
mated 8 million to 12 million director of food services at The
College of Wooster, in Wooster,
(CPS)—
So long, Big Macs Americans are vegetarians, for
Ohio. "We've had many, many
and fries. Hello veggie burgers, reasons varying from health to re
more requests than ever before
tofu and bean curd.
A small but ligion. Since the National Cancer
for
fish and chicken and nongrowing number of college stu Institute began its recent campaign
meat entrees."
This fall will see
dents, some raised in traditional touting fruits and vegetables as
new
dishes
in
the
Wooster caf
meatand-potatoes
homes,
are weapons against cancer, that num
Clinton eteria line including lentils and
banishing steak from their plates ber is expected to grow.
rice, vegetarian egg rolls, meat
and joining the new vegetarian noted that though no one is certain
less
Mexican lasagne, Cincinnatiminority.
This shift within the how many college-age vegetarians
style
meatless chili and zucchini,
pepperoni pizza generation has there are, the ranks are growing
tomato
and swiss cheese pie.
caught parents, professors and daily. Most young people become
"I've
seen
students gradually
college cafeteria managers by vegetarians for ecological reasons,
"Very few do it for becoming more conscious of what
surprise.
College vegetarians, she said.
they eat," said Raber, who has
however, insist their radical eating reasons of health," she said. They
been
in
charge
of
feeding
habits are a matter of compassion, are too young, really, to be overly
Wooster's
1,800
undergraduates
Accord
ecological awareness, and just plain concerned with health."
Chy Lin,
ing
to
researchers
in
a
recent
issue for the past 18 years.
common sense.
Besides, they are
18,
a
freshman
at
the
University
quick to point out, they are in good of the Journal of Food Products
of Maryland, has been a vegan for
company. They're following veg Marketing, "the most recogniz
the past five months.
"I went
etarians
like
Albert
Einstein, able pattern in food consumption
through
stages.
Before
this,
I was
Socrates, Gandhi, Leonardo da Vinci, behavior in the last 20 years has
an
ovo-vegetarian,"
said
Lin,
who
Ralph Waldo Emerson and Bob Dylan, been the shift away from animal
said
most
of
her
friends
are
also
College vegetarians
not to mention Candice Bergen and products."
vegetarians.
"Being
a
vegan
is
Paul Newman.
Other students, in come in several packages. For
harder than it would seem to
defense of their "green lifestyle, example, those who call them
most people. There are so many
quote
vegetarian-guru
Jeremy selves vegetarians most likely do
things
with animal ingredients,
Rifkin's new book, "Beyond Beef," not consume meat, fish or fowl.
it's
hard
to avoid them," she said.
which charges that cattle are fed An ovo-lacto vegetarian is one
Lin
said
her
family requested that
onethird of the grain produced on who gives the green-light to dairy
she speak to her family physician
the planet which, if given to hu products and eggs; a lacto veg
about her "strange" eating hab
etarian
is
one
who
consumes
dairy
mans, would feed 1 billion people.
its. She found he was as skeptical
"I think vegetarianism is a sort of products but shuns eggs; and an
as
her parents.
"He was asking
vegetarian
shuns
dairy
natural evolution to a healthier diet. ovo
me
a
lot
of
questions.
I could tell
The American diet is not the diet for products but keeps eggs on the
A vegan, however, he did not understand it," she
optimal health," said Sally Clinton, grocery list.
is
a
purist
and
eats
absolutely no said. "He and my parents were
director of the Vegetarian Educa
just not up-to-date."
Lin brought
tion Network and coordinator for a meat, fish, fowl, dairy products or
her
own
lunch
while
she was a
"A lot of young adults are
vegetarian newsletter for young eggs.
Baltimore
high
school
student.
adults.
Clinton notes the average vegans," said Clinton, who pointed
The
cafeteria
at
the
University
of
American eats less than 3.5 out that a vegan, who is often an
servings of fruits and vegetables animal activist, does not purchase Maryland, however, is much more
daily, while vegetarians, to the or use leather goods or buy aware of the needs of vegetarians
delight of nutritionists, can put products from companies that than her high school cafeteria
While and serves a hot vegetable entree
away 10 or more servings at allow animal testing.
"Now my mom cooks
three meals.
The National some collegians are making the daily.
Cancer Institute has raised the commitment to vegetarianism, tofu," said Lin proudjf, adding
number of recommended daily others are simply eating less red that her entire family, while not
portions of fruits and vegetables meat and more fish and chicken becoming strict vegetarians, have
to five.
"You have to combine than ever before, officials say. cut their meat intake drastically
education with the introduction "Our students have made it plain and have realized one can be
of vegetarian meals to the caf that they want less red meat in healthy and be a vegetarian.
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College Students Grapple Witl
'Family Values' Issue
By

u

John Williams

single-parent households,

a defining moment in this
us battle over values,
lo

single and" divorced people, and
gay and lesbian parents and other

Hips' illen* the concept of

«My

ft

s e ason is

^ Tax R*f°"
ercent
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tax on
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o t her

i-baccalaurea
P° 5 J "ate
and
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perhaps when Vice Pr«,
Ouavle
Quayle assailed the plot 0of it

„
. j:.:
i ArrtPt-iwhat defines a traditional Amen
can family.
"Young people
identify with embracing family
values. I define family values as a
lot of issues raised in the country
about the breakdown of the
American family,
said
1 ony
Zagotta, president of College Re
publicans. "The Republican view
is to strengthen the family and
show concern for the family.
Young people are looking for stability. They may not want family
F.

8

Counci

S" u
The Ir
, c hool s *
values is the economy. lf s
is exp.
ice
to have fam.ly values wh et
i v e ly enforci
don't
have a home.
„ L official. »
don, hove
home."
«

hppn able to explain what
L bv family values in a time

where

(CPS)—The economy and the
state of higher education are im
portant to college and university
students, but "family values" is
another hot-button issue in the
presidential campaign that has pro
voked heated discussion on cam
puses.
Although widely used, the
phrase is not easily defined, espe
cially in the context of what family
values mean for college students.
"There are a lot of issues within that
term that affect students' lives,"
said Stacey Leyton, president of
the United States Student Associa
tion.
"Many are returning students
trying to support their families by
finishing their education. You will
find single mothers and single
fathers returning to school. They
must have access to bettering
themselves and their families as
tuition goes up, child care is cut
and
programs are
reduced."
Neither political party has suc-

1

show "Murphy Brown." Bro,
successful television persor
is single, gets pregnant an
cides to keep the child whJ
father leaves town. Quayli
the show made a mockery
father's role in the family,
media and Hollywood pons
it as an attack on single
The whole thing is that the

life at 18, but they do want some
thing for the future."
Jamie
Harmon, president of College
Democrats, said the term is "hard
to define," but settled on calling
it "traditional morality that young
people think is important. Espe
cially for young people, family

exaggerated by saying the
president attacked single
He was saying it was wraj
demean the role of fatherlj
Zagotta said. "1 think what
President did was a good thin
encouraged people to take
ond look at family life and g(
the root of defining the count
will lead to a better country

Audit Questions Spending Applications To Law
Schools Take a Dip
By Administrators
OAKLAND, Calif. (CPS)—Top
brass at the University of Cali
fornia have come under fire for
spending university funds on
expensive entertaining, costly
hotels and first-class air travel,
a state audit shows.
The audit
was ordered by the Legislature
in response to a controversial
retirement package granted to
University
System
President
David Gardner in March, two
months after the school boosted
student fees by 24 percent to
balance the budget.
The state
auditor general's office, which
investigated records from 1985
to 1991, found that the presi
dent and top executives often
spent funds lavishly, including a
$2,377 "holiday dinner" for a

university vice president in
1990.
The audit states that
Gardner's
daughter
took
a
round-trip to Hong Kong, worth
$3,880, that was paid for by
Gardner's frequent flier miles
earned on university business.
Many of the questioned expen
ditures were from the University
of California's Administrative
Fund.
Spokesman Rick
Malaspina defended the spend
ing practices, saying the admin
istrative fund was "something
historic to the university."
The
fund was established with pri
vate donations for travel, en
tertainment and other official
business and did not include
state funds, Malaspina said.
"The money is approved by the

regents in a lump fund and dis
tributed by the president to
executives, so that each one
gets about $26,000 per year. It
comes from a non-state-funded,
university-funded
endowment
fund," Malaspina said.
"The
spending is governed by guide
lines on how to use administra
tive funds," he said. "This is a
complex issue."
In an address
before the Joint
Legislative
Audit Committee on Aug. 26,
Vice President William B. Baker
stated that "the university takes
this report very seriously. We
intend to review the reports
specific recommendations with
the respect, attention and re
sponsiveness they most cer
tainly warrant."
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of women entering law sc
1991 rose to 18,773 i"
from 18,592 in 1990, an in'
of 1 percent. Women repre*
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127,261 students enrolled
school; this figure does
elude students who are
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mission Test service.
In the fall
of 1991, there were 44,050 stu
dents who began law school in
the 176 schools approved by the
American Bar Association, com
pared with 44,104 students who
began in the fall of 1990, said
Julie Hanrahan, who compiles
statistics for the ABA.
Admis
sion and enrollment statistics for
law schools not approved by the
ABA are not kept by the accred
iting association.
Carr said many
more people take the LSAT than
actually apply to law schools. They
may take the test and not apply

So many things come with a lifetime warranty. At TIAA. we wan. you
to be one of them.
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(CPS)—Applications to law school
fell 1.6 percent for the 1991-92
academic year as students are
waiting out the current downturn
in jobs in the legal profession.
"Jobs are tight right now. The job
market is not thought to be as
good as it was in the past," said
Robert Roboski, assistant dean
for admission and financial aid at
the University of Dayton in Ohio.
There were 92,500 applicants to
law schools in 1991-92, down
from 94,000 in 1990-91, said
Robert Carr, director of data
services for the Law School Ad
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enforced.
Scholarship
money used for tuition and fees,
books and supplies remains taxfree, while money used for liv
ing expenses and travel is taxed

U nde r,;he act"
"We opposed
t ,
u
the bill at the time because we
knew it would be a hardship on
graduate students," Linney said.
"Congress, in its fervor for its
tax reform, saw college gradu
ate
students
as
privileged
people. But we know graduate
students live on very little

money."
The bill, co-sponsored
by U.S. Rep. Tom Lewis, R-Fla.,
and the National Association of
Craduate and Professional Stu
dents (NAGPS), was introduced
in
March
and
hasn't
been
scheduled for a hearing yet.
Perceptions are that graduate
students are wealthy. We aren't.
I don't know if its anti-academic
or what, but it's sad," said Joy
Ward, executive coordinator for

NAGSP. "The tax is not on a
wealthy segment of the popula
tion. To tax the bottom popula
tion is absolutely ridiculous."
Ward, who is working on her
master s degree in management
at Memphis State University in
Tennessee, said the graduate
student population has changed
in the past 15 years. The norm
used to be that a college or
university graduate went di
rectly to graduate or profes
sional school, when more sti
pends and assistantships were
available than there are cur
rently, she said.
Now, Ward
said, there are more non-tradi
tional students going to gradu
ate school who can't rely on
their parents for financial assis
tance, and they are competing
for stipends, scholarships and
assistantships from an evershrinking pool of available funds.
There are approximately 1.8
million graduate and professional
students in post-

baccalaureate programs. There
are no estimates available on
the number of students receiving financial assistance through
awarded monies.
"There was
a lot of funding available, so
many undergraduates went right
away
because
money
was
available," Ward said. "We're
seeing less money now, so
people are now not going to
graduate school."
Many
graduate
programs
prohibit
students from holding second
ary jobs, so they either have to
break rules or depend on loans,
stipends and other awards, or
savings, to pay for school. That's
why the 17 percent tax hurts,
said Richard Knaub, who is
working on his Ph.D. in zoology
at Clemson University in South
Carolina.
"It's a major dev
astation. I haven't gone on food
stamps yet, but I'm eligible.
What disturbs me is that when
we as a country do not value
education enough to support it,

Graduate students are feeling the economic bite of a
17% tax on stipends, scholarships and fellowships
cs>

then 1 see us slipping into a
second-rate status as far as the
nation goes," he said.
Knaub
broke graduate school rules and
held four part-time jobs last
year. He said tuition, room and
board at Clemson cost him
$9,000. He received a depart
ment stipend of $8,500, before
taxes. After taxes, the stipend
was reduced to approximately
$7,200. Without outside work,
that's all he had to live on.
"The rules say you can't have a
second job if you're on an assistantship. Where does that leave
graduate students? In my de
partment, most students have
second jobs," he said.
Linney,
with the Council of Graduate
Schools, said the rationale for

the 17 percent tax was that if
minimum-wage workers paid
taxes, so should graduate and
professional students who re
ceive money for their educa
tion.
"Our rebuttal was that
they should be protected now,
and think of it as a tax deferral,
because these students will be
getting a lot more money down
the line and will be paying much
higher taxes after they gradu
ate," he said.
"Without the
tax, the extra money could be
going to health insurance or
helping to pay the rent," said
Ward, at Memphis State. "It
hurts the people who are the
ones who are going to help make
the future, to help make the
discoveries."

Rolling Stone
Endorses Clinton
NEW YORK (CPS)—For the
first time in 20 years, Rolling
Stone Magazine has endorsed a
presidential candidate.
A
portrait of Bill Clinton posed
against a blue sky appears on
the cover of the Sept. 17 "col
lege special" issue. Inside, an
editorial by the
magazine's
editor and founder Jann Wenner
endorses
the
Clinton-Gore
ticket.
" I p l a n t o v o t e f o r Bill
C l i n t o n a n d A1 G o r e w i t h f e e l i n g s
of great hope and excitement.
It is time to end the greed and
the cruelty of the Reagan era,
to rid ourselves of the paralysis
and meanness of George Bush
and to obliterate the prospect

of Dan Quayle as president," he
writes.
The biweekly magazine,
a favorite among the 18-34 age
group, touts a paid circulation
of 1.2 million copies per issue
and features slick photos and
stories on everything from rock
'n' roll to date rape to profiles of
glitzy movie stars.
In addition
to
Wenner's
editorial,
the
magazine features an interview
with Clinton at Doe's Eat Place
in Little Rock, Ark., by veteran
political
writers
Hunter
S.
T h o m p s o n , W i l l i a m G r e i d e r , P . J.
Rourke and Wenner.
The last
presidential candidate to be
endorsed by Rolling Stone was
George McGovern in 1972.
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Allied Health
Professions
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Discover
a challenging,
rewarding future that puts
you in touch with your skills.
Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional
development with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,
complete medical and dented care,
and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call
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Good, Fresh Home-Made Food

fifties Atmosphere
HAMBURGERS
9°% FAT FREE
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Fifties Music
& Juke Box
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I FREE MILKSHAKE:
20 % OFF
or more lood

? „ ™ 5

1700 Pacific Ave
Stockton, CA 95204

IHiWlt (209)948-1950

Dinner & Party up to 200 people
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Expiration Date

Sept 31,1992
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From regular menu prices
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Expiration Date: Sept 31,1992^
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JOSEPH'S

THRIFT

SHOPPE

Close to UOP

20% Discount
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Try*
A Taste Adventure!
T

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

H

i SECOND TIME AROUND
|

On Premise Coffee Roasting
Espresso/Tea Bar
Danish V Soup T Salad T Desserts
CoffeefTea Accessories
Gifts
Next To El Torrto't

2529 W. March Lane *101 y Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 474-8676

with STUDENT ID
and this coupon
Vintage Clothes
Furniture, Housewares,
Books, Halloween Costumes
Saturdays:
Additional 25% Off
Monday - Friday
10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Saturday
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Parking and entrance in rear
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Sailing Cruise Highlights

Pacific*",

biogeogramarine natural history,
history, b.ogeography, the physiology of diving mammi and
the island's history, of
,
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Editor

How
on aa 145
foot
How does
does sailing
sailing on
i— -—
schooner around the Channel Islands for eleven days of Christmas
break sound? Even better, what it
the trip could be taken for units?
For the first time since 1980, the
office of Lifelong Learning will be
offering January term classes for
units during Christmas break. Some
will be general education classes,
while others will be offered for
extension education units.
While some of the classes are

^Tari

human existence. Hi
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j
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scuba diving will be
illustrate t ie ess
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Not only will
.
but
about history an
sailing
they will also learn
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training in shipboard saf y,
ing lookout, helmsmanship, s i and
line handling, meteorology, use o
shipboard equipment and coastal
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Rand Ida is

a transfer student from UNLV.

New Faces On Campus
By

Allison

Feature

game last weekend, and it wasn t far

Wagda

Editor

Every year the freshman class
means countless new faces on
campus. However, another group of
new students has already experi
enced life at other universitiestransfer students.
Sophomore Rand Ida transfered
to UOP this year after spending the
past two years at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas. Although he
was not aware of the crime problems
when he first decided to come to
UOP, he still prefers it to UNLV
because there is so much to do.
"At UNLV, you had to travel for
: three qr top^.Jipurs to do anything,"
(
says Rand. "I went water-skiing the
other day, and only had to go out to
the Delta. I even went to a 49er

at all.'
Rand is a native Hawaiian from the
town of Kaneohe on the island of
Oahu. He first became interested in
UOP because of its engineering pro
gram, but has found that its stron
gest points lie in the students.
"UOP was a big change for me.
The size and the people were so
different than what I was used to.
Everyone here is so friendly, and
students with different interests still
interact with each other," explained
Rand. He maintains that students at
a larger university tend to socialize
only with those who have common
interests.
Rand is only one of the countless new
faces to arrive at UOP, and with him he
brings a new perspective on the positive
aspects of a small school like UOP.

wfid Kingdom

THE THEME SONG

Sung to the tune of "My Favorite Things" from The Sound of Musk.

Biting on tin foil, dog forts end
high impact aerobics, mosquitos that stung us,
payingtfie phone bill when its
these are a few of the things I think suck.
Lyme ticks and Oprah and big oozing blisters
a lib.™nJ"and *«***"* pesky big sisters '
life threatening bone crushing wreck with a tnjck
these are a few of the things I think suck.
When hung-over, when the grades stink,
when I'm feeeellng saaaaad, I simply
remember some things that suck worse,
and then I don't feeeel sooo baaaadl

catling her Nancy when her name s u

taking a gamble and having noJock,
these are a few of the things I think suck.

that rhyme wm tt^Zd ^
these are a few of the things I think suck.

I

When the car dies, when the pipes burst, n!L'
when I'm feeeellng saaaaad, I simply
'*
remember some things that suck worse,
and then I don't feeeel soooooooooo to* &

£
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Grimes

As we enter the beginning of
the new semester and a new
academic year, the staff of the
Cowell Health Center extends a
warm welcome. I would like to
take this first column and explain
a few of the changes at the health
center this year.
As many of you know, the
campus pharmacy formally closed
its doors at the end of spring
semester last year. After much
negotiation, we have figured out
a system that will be both conve
nient and affordable for the stu
dents.
This year, a limited amount of
my most commonly prescribed
medications will be available for
purchase at the health center.
Once a prescription is written,
the student has the choice of
filling it at any of the local phar
macies or if available, through the
health center. These medications
may be paid for by check, cash or
student account. A receipt will be
issued that may be turned in for
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THE CRUZ
CATALOG SALE
THE ENTIRE CRUZ CATALOG ON SALE NOW

CASSETTE

COMPACT

ALLROY SEZ
(CA/CD) • ALLROY'S
REVENGE (CA/CD) • TRAILBLAZER (LIVE)
(CA/CD) • ALLROY SAVES (CA/CD) • PERCOLATER
(CA/CD)
BIG DRILL CAR TAPE/CD TYPE THING (CA/CD) •
BATCH (CA/CD)
CHEMICAL PEOPLE SO SEXIST! (CA/CD) • TEN
FOLD HATE (CA/CD) • THE RIGHT THING (CA/CD)
• SOUNDTRACKS (CA/CD) • CHEMICAL PEOPLE
(CA/CD)
ENDINO'S EARTHWORM ENDINO S EARTHWORM
(CA/CD)
SKIN YARD FIST SIZED CHUNKS (CA/CD) • SKIN
YARD (CA/CD) • 1000 SMILING KNUCKLES (CA/CD)
TONYALL NEW GIRL. OLD STORY (CA/CD)

wm
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SPECIAL COLLEGE
GRADUATE FINANCING

BOB RAUZI
Stockton Leasing Manager

OFFERED BY GMAC FINANCIAL SERVICES

5600 FACTORY DISCOUNTS
90 DAY DEFERRED PAYMENTS
LOW DOWN PAYMENT
NO PRIOR CREDIT NECESSARY

Complete detail available
regarding "FAST FORWARD" for
you and college graduates
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reimbursement from your per
sonal health insurance company.
It is my hope that the number of
medications will continue to in
crease, therefore eliminating the
need to travel off campus.
I would also like to take this
opportunity for a public heartfilled thanks to the young men of
Archania for their donation to the
Cowell Health Center from the
proceeds of the Teeter-Totter
Marathon. These funds will be
used for more extensive AIDS
education programs on campus.
Archania also gave a substantial
donation to the San Joaquin Aids
Foundation, which provides our
(See

seen" •'

t0g

11.99 US 7.99

Sarah

_ » rnen a

P^fwithi0 evei

experience.
The trip will only accommodate
sixteen students and sign-ups will
most likely be on a first-come, firstserve basis. The cost is $1400, and
a $400 deposit is due by Oct. 25.
The cost includes 3 units, plus all
expenses from the port of depar
ture. If you are interested, sign up
as soon as possible in the Lifelong
Learning office, McConchie Hall
(across Pacific on Stadium Way), or
call at 946-2424.

grounds.
Some aspects of the trip include
learning about the ecology of the
area, as well as sailing. "Different
people will learn and experience
things according to their interests,"
says Anderson. "But with the wide
variety of activities, there should be
something for everyone."
Activities Include island ecology,

By
By Anthony Rubin*, Jr.

past.
Although the course sounds like
a vacation, Sutton emphasizes the
educational aspects and reminds
students that the trip will be hard
work. "This won't be a H pleasure
•„
cruise," said Sutton. "Students
Students will
be bunking together and spending

concep1
^something

!tvven since the 19'

still being organized, at least one is piloting.
already in the planning stages. The
The idea for the class came
class is caUed Channel Island Natural when Rusty White,
Direc o
History. It involves spending the Operations for the Calitornian,
last week of December plus the contacted Sutton when the nautibeginning of January sailing around cal society decided to use the vesse
the coast of Southern California on for educational purposes. Althoug
the Californian, the state's coastal this is the first time that UOP wi
use the ship, Pepperdine University
flagship.
The ship itself has an extensive has offered courses aboard it in the
history, although it has only been in
operation since 1984. According
to one of the professors of the
course, Dr. Connor Sutton, Profes
sor of Sports Sciences here at UOP,
the ship is a replica of the revenue
cutter that patrolled the California
coastline in the 1800s.
The course is taught by both
_
Sutton and Steve Anderson, Pro
fessor of Biology in UOP's Environ
mental Sciences Department. They
are both qualified scuba instructors
and have extensive biology back
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jtudents Petition For Co[d Living Arrangement
4.

Writer
educational living is not a

C°concept

to

most

'^.something

of

the

1 m rr»
i
["mediately began
presenting
their case to the ASUOP Senate,
passing out petitions and gath
ering faculty endorsements.

Hnie the 1970's and "Three's
' nv," men and women living
u

filler
Ltice

seems to be a common
On campus, however,

within

I

generation.

even co-ed residence

are» restricted to one gender.
Ms Diversities seem to hold

ts! Thursday evening, senior

Meesby was given 24 hours

"vacate the McCaffrey Center
" ent she is currently shar1

with

two males.

wish

to cause aw
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8
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[.policy, and UOP is no excep

e

do ,not

To be really candid, the Univer
sity ought not to show too much
interest in the sex lives of the
undergraduates because there
*» vj uiu be
L)v far more reason to
would
n
'r™ ; in tha "«• °f

On Friday,

tssociate Dean of Students Jesse
Marks gave her an extended "guest
until the housing committee
meet and reach a verdict. She
her two roommates, seniors
, wick and Greg McDonnell,

withi
within

u,e

wr'tten

living

have as responsible parties and
are choosing this housing ar-

tram
h u °UT h°USmS co"V1
,• •
'n states that co-ed
mng arrangements within the

™ngement.
The University
needs to be circumspect and to
protect itself but the day of

3
w i
f
lck added,

r
e P r ° h ' b i ' e d .
a small university

p a t e r n a l i s m a n d in loco parentis
is long past."

should be flexible to the needs
o its students. That s one of
t e reasons I chose UOP.
Dr. Gwen Browne, head of
the philosophy department and
Wick s advisor, has expressed
to the housing office her sup
port of the living arrangement.

The housing committee will
hold an open meeting within the
next two weeks to consider this
petition.
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Guest Pianist Graces
Faye Spanos Center
Concert pianist Hans Boepple
»1 perform at 8 p.m. on Sat.,
Sept. 26,
in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall. Boepple is perform
ing as a guest artist on UOP's
Conservatory Concerts and Resi
st Artist Series.
Since his debut at age nine with
It Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Boepple has built a long
ind successful career as a guest
mist with many of the nation's
iiest'flrch'estras. In addition to a
tipertoire of more than fifteen
concertos,
Boepple has devel1 a reputation as an out
standing recitalist from his annual
tours throughout the Western
Wted States. Appearances extad from California to Florida and
Boston to the Midwest.
Boepple's many performances
wc been recorded for postoincert broadcast not only over

'0£al radio airwaves, but also for
National Public Radio, the Voice of

Center

afraid this column will, as you
H suspect, be a very obvious
f°r our fourth annual Career
^ held today, Thurs., Sept. 24. I
try to be as informative as I can
1 e motivating you to attend, but
Pr'°rities are priorities and my staff
J* d be very angry if all of the hard
0r 'hat they put into this event
wasn't

rewarded with a huge turn

!°r 'hose who are sipping their

«(?eei0r Diet Coke and wondering
r a,s going on" on Anderson Lawn
"Orfom -io a
-m. until 3 p.m., 1 have two
%ds' Career Faire. In addition to
teceivi]
ng a wonderful gift (this year s
m mb
y0;°" °h our annual sport bottle),
pers^ have the opportunity to meet
10ns from
various career fields
and
organizations. This year you will
also K
y0ll ave 'he chance to learn how
^ volunteer with a local agency,
skills you have developed in
claiSs
room,
on the playing field,
and
your extracurricular environ"lent,
s
v'ce '° Worthy programs and sers

5*

^h '° have
ah-campus

an

Tutoring Affords
Opportunities For
Service and Pay

Working with younger students
to sharpen academic skills, serving
After 12 years of international as a positive role model and earning
competition, Boepple turned his extra money are some of the ben
focus to the area of teaching and efits of the Anderson Y Center's
has been in great demand both community tutoring program.
as a teacher and judge for some
For nearly 20 years, UOP stu
of the country's finest competi dents have worked to provide for a
tions for young musicians.
A more productive school experience
tenured professor of music at for thousands of Stockton area youth.
Santa
Clara
University,
Mr. As the Anderson Y Center's oldest
Boepple divides his time between community service program, the
his own performing career and tutoring service helps over a hun
dred ..UOP students and nearly 300
teachesThe evening program will con younger students annually.
UOP students wanting to apply to
sist of J. S. Bach's Toccata in C
minor,
BWV
911;
Robert be a tutor can pick up application
Schumann's Fantasie in C Major, packets at the Anderson Y Center
Op. 17-, two works by Alexander from 12-6 p.m. daily or the Career/
Scriabin, Prelude for the Left Hand Co-Op Center in McConchie Hall on
in C-sharp minor, Op. 9, No.l and Stadium Drive from 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sonata No. 9 in F Major, Op. 68
"Black Mass"; and two works by
Frederic Chopin, Nocturne in Dflat Major, Op. 27, No. 2 and
Scherzo in B-flat minor, Op. 31.

h Burt Nadler

eH°U

University
housing
staff
members and Associate Dean
of Students Jesse Marks were
unavailable for comment.

America and Southwest German
Radio (Sudwestfunk).

Funds, Fantasies^ and
Future Focus
Career

'ower classmen in the co-eduhalls than in
whs» goes on in .hi, apartment,
- These y»u"g people are legal
HMuua> seem
adults,
accm to
io be
De able
aoie to be
oeCa,i°nal

ARA lunch,

(lot
barbecue and
C° Co'ncidentally) you will be
• l(iien0Ugh t0 ^e, hear, and visit
Hi,e
J " Stop by for a few minutes
teCru' a Sift, and get to know some
^he career faire is for
e> not just seniors.

For those who read the paper at
the end of a long day, if you did
attend the faire and wish to take
appropriate next steps, I encourage
you to meet with one of the Career

By

Fran

Director,

Revived
Campus
Idealism
Brings
Vista to UOP
A resurgence in idealism among
recent college graduates in Califor
nia and the nation revived student
interest in VISTA, resulting in the
program's first visit in 10 years to
the University of the Pacific. VISTA
will take part in today's Career and
Community Service Faire, handing
out information and VISTA applica
tions on Anderson lawn from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
Volunteers In Service To America
(VISTA) is a federal program started
in the mid-1960's to help low-income
people become self sufficient.
"It's as much an education effort
as recruiting volunteers," says Kerry
Douglas, a San Francisco based re
gional recruiter. A former VISTA
volunteer herself, Douglas stated
that inquiries about the program
from faculty and students prompted
her to take part in today's faire.
Liberal arts, Spanish and commu
nication students, among other
majors, are sought for one year
stipended assignments in California
and nationally. A monthly living
allowance, training and health care
are also provided. Douglas stated
that a Monterey food bank, a Sac
ramento child abuse council and a
statewide literacy program have
VISTA openings locally. For further
information, stop by the VISTA table
today or call (415) 744-3016. VISTA
is part of ACTION, the federal do
mestic volunteer agency.
daily. Application packets will also be
available Thursday noons in the
McCaffrey Center. For more infor
mation call the Anderson Y Center at
946-2444.
Students who have already sub
mitted their application are asked to
complete their fingerprinting at the
Public Safety Department and return
their card and a $15 processing fee
to the Anderson Y Center when they
attend an orientation session. Orien
tation sessions are scheduled Mon.,
Wed. and Fri. at 2:30 p.m., 3:30
p.m., 4:40 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.
through the month of October.

Abbott

Anderson

Y

Center

With a chill in the evening air and
the fall semester in high gear, a lot is
going on that draws our attention. I
would like to begin by addressing
what the "It" is all about in "Take It
to the Streets." Then I will address
"Streets" and finally, why both are

important.
The "It" is you. It's me. It's
Services staff to discuss your reac
anyone who has something to give
tions to the event and create indi
to someone else and receives a gift
vidualized strategies. If you did not
in return. We're really not talking
attend the event, I encourage you
about a big deal here, either. The
to meet with one of us to discuss
world's ills are healed person by
what you can do with regards to
person. Each action comes from a
career focus or job search efforts.
seed of an idea. True service is a lot
If you are a senior and missed our
like farming. Farmers put seeds in
"mandatory" (this means you should
the ground at just the right time then
have attended) orientation, please
do all the right things to allow the
make an appoin.men, to to
seeds to grow. It's when we push
what actions you should take to
and shove and try real hard to make
about the services we are
learn
things happen that nothing works
offering, specifically for you. and the
out.
Icedures we wan. you to fo low.
The "Streets" are our neighbor
p Mease
keep those quest,ons
hoods. That is, whatever is in our
•n Call (946-2361) or stop
midst physically or in our focus of
attention.
For example, we may
V
V ,o reply to as many as
have friends or relatives in Florida
Pr°m'c/ fuTure columns.
who are now homeless because of
P° Until next week, remember we
Hurricane Andrew. We may feel
E
E
R
W
h
moved to work on a relief effort.
spell C-A-R- " "
fA't' F "
p That's because it is for
That's "Takin' It to the Streets." We
e"r V-O-N-E, not just job-seek,ng also may notice that an elderly per
seniors. Freshmen sophomores son down the street has trouble
^ „ unloading groceries from a cart. We
d juniors e n S
lend a hand. That, too, ls " I akin It to
fr°m
Helm
Norma, Gena,
the Streets."
DianneL and Amy for all of your
Shannon, ana mi y
So what is it? It's all the little acts

help!

Schedule of Campus
Events
Thursday,
September
24
Career & Community Service Faire, Anderson Lawn, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Anderson Y Center Advocacy Table, McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
Accounting Society Meeting, Weber 104, 5 p.m.
College of the Pacific Association (COPA) Meeting, Bannister 108, 5 p.m.
-open to all COP students
Chapel Explosion," Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
-an interdenominational worship service sponsored by Youth for
Christ
UPBEAT Film: "THE PLAYER", McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Friday,
September
25
Artist's Reception, UOP Gallery, 7-9 p.m.
Chi Alpha Radical Reality Meeting, WPC 140, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "THE PLAYER", McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Disco Night at the Static Attic, 2nd floor McCaffrey Center, 9 p.m.-l a.m.
Saturday,
September
26
Field Hockey vs. St. Louis, Brookside Field, 1 p.m.
Football vs. SW Missouri St., Stagg Stadium, 7:05 p.m.
Pianist Hans Boepple, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "THE PLAYER", McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Sunday,
September
27
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 9:30 a.m.
Protestant Worship: "Boom, Bust and Bosoms," Morris Chapel, 11 a.m.
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "THE PLAYER", McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Monday,
September
28
Senate Meeting, McCaffrey Conference Room, 9 p.m.
Tuesday,
September
29
Volleyball vs. Sacramento State, Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "CASABLANCA", McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
"Alternative Images," Morris Chapel, 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday,
September
30
World on Wednesday: "International Technology Protection:
Can One Own One's Ideas," Bechtel Center, 12:30 p.m.
featuring Kojo Yelpaala, Professor of Law
UPBEAT Film: "CASABLANCA," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Gay Association of Pacific (GAP) Meeting, President's Room, 9 p.m.
Thursday,
October
1
Anderson Y Center Advocacy Table, McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
Homecoming Court Candidate Speeches, McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
Homecoming Court Voting, McCaffrey Center, 12-4 p.m.
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 12 p.m.
College of the Pacific Association (COPA) Meeting, Bannister 108, 5 p.m.
-open to all COP students
Resume Writing Workshop, Career Center, McConchie Hall, 6 p.m.
"Showtime at the Apollo," Static Attic, 2nd floor McCaffrey
Center, 8-11 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "WAYNE'S WORLD," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
If there is something you would like listed in the new Across the Campus
Events Schedule, please contact Mike Traina, Editor, at 946-2113.

of kindness that eventually grow
into programs, projects and often
into worldwide solutions to perplexing
problems.
Here in Stockton we have a lot to
do together. The Stockton Record
reports that 14 percent of our high
school students make suicide at
tempts.
25 percent of our high
students students report binge
drinking in the last month of school,
and on and on. So where is the hope?
The hope is in the attitude of each
person making a difference by being
as healthy, happy and safe as pos
sible in our own personal lives and
sharing a little bit of ourselves with
others.
Some students choose to be
tutors in the community.
Some
students come out with the Ander
son Y Center on Friday afternoons to
play with neighborhood children in
the park. Some students are pre
paring to become part of the new
Pacific Literacy Corps. Others are
volunteering with Celebrate Di
versity Week '93. Many others
are also volunteering in any one
of the dozens of helping services
in the Stockton area as service
project volunteers on campus or
in the community.
Watch this column for service
opportunities. Call the Anderson
Y Center at 946-2444 between
12 and 6 p.m., or meet Nicole
Bennett in the McCaffrey Center
between 12 and 1 p.m. on Thurs
days. Together, we can make a
difference.

Anderson Y Center Students
Encourage
Advocacy
mail their own letter.
Suggestions and form letters are
Across the Campus Editor
now being accepted for future
In an attempt to encourage stu causes. Submissions can be made
dents to become more empowered to either the advocacy table itself or
and voice their opinions, the Anderson the Anderson Y Center. Check The
Y Center is sponsoring an advocacy Pacifican for the causes of the week.
Today's causes include:
table every Thursday at noon in the
McCaffrey Center. Each week, two NO NEW TOWNS
The San Joaquin County Board of
to three causes will be highlighted.
Supervisors
voted on July 29 to
Students, faculty and staff may come
Riverbrook
and
New
to the table, learn more about the approve
adopted causes of the week and, if Jerusalem, the first two of five pro
they choose, sign a prepared letter posed new towns. If these plans are
advocating that change takes place. carried out, it will add another 30,000
Causes will be national, local and on- people to an area that already has a
campus. Each student and/or staff 15% unemployment rate. This demember is encouraged to sign and (See Anderson Y, Page 11)

By Mike Traina
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quarter sequence
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happen throughout the whole J
Troy Kopp did his best to heir
Tigers move down the field. Hi
38-for-55, for 371 yards, the
est output for him this season, a
was plagued by two intercept
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fumbles coming on sacks. In all
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Kendra McCord defends during a recent practice

Tigers Split
Weekend Games
By
Staff

Stewart

McDougall

Writerr

Last weekend Pacific Field Hockey
competed in two games, one at the
University of California Berkeley and
the other at the University of California
Santa Barbara. UOP lost to Berkeley
3-0, but came back and upset Santa
Barbara 5-0 the following day.
The Lady Tigers traveled to Ber
keley for their first game. The 3-0
score was upsetting for sophomore
Wendy DuShane who said, "We are
capable of playing much better." A
big factor in the loss to Berkeley was
that they played on turf. "We need
to work on being more aggressive
and faster, and not to panic when we
have the ball and just pass it away,"
said UOP Coach Carla Konet. "At the
start of the game we seemed in
control, but after Berkeley scored its
first goal we fell apart," said Konet.

Help

Before the game, Pacific set a
goal to take at least 20 shots, but fell
short with 15. "We passed well, but
had problems with the transition
from grass to turf," said sophomore
Andrea Jones.
After the loss in Berkeley, the
Tigers traveled to UC Santa Barbara
to play the UCSB Club Field Hockey
team. This was an easy 5-0 win for
the Tigers considering Santa Barbara
is a new team. "Though there was a
difference in skill levels between us
and Santa Barbara, we played much
better there," said Jones. UOP's five
goals were divided up with three
from DuShane, one from Jones and
another from sophomore transfer
Veronica Luckow.
UOP has another two game series
next weekend against St. Louis.
Friday's game is at Berkeley and
Saturday's is here on UOP's Brookside
Field at 1 p.m.

Wanted

The Pacific Baking Co., a full service deli/
bakery
is
currently
accepting
applications
for counter and kitchen help.
Apply between 11p.m.- 4p.m. mon.-fri. at
3236 Pacific Ave.

>120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE'
BERKELEY
82 Shattucb Square, #4
(510)841-1037

%

SAN FRANCISCO
166 Geary St., #702
(415)391-8407
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down two games to none, clawed
their way back into the match to
force the 49ers into a dramatic fifth
game.
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Pacific is also ranked number

four in both "Volleyball Monthly"
and in the AVCA Top 20 polls.
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Once again Eldridge led the team
with 17 kills, while Johannson added
13 kills and five blocks. Johns had
55 assists and eight digs.
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game. The crowd of 2,271 could
not rally the Tigers to victory, and
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arbieri led the team with 8 kills
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structed and lost

Bjmes 15-1, 15-13 and
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pacific Women's Volleyball
^ three game home stand
|ast Tuesday night against
Fresno State Bulldogs.
On
™ ] Saturday nights, the
up against the UC Irvine
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Last Friday the Pacific match
against UC Irvine also ended in a
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mento State in the Alex G. Spanos
Center.
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Kjeldsen Pool Saturday, but Pacific's

It may have been 90 degrees at
water polo team iced UC Davis with

interception

an impressive 10-4 in the season

h both of the

opener.
The Tigers were led by junior
Boyd Lachance, who scored four

ts. In all, Kopp

:s and throw
39 yards. His

goals, and sophomore goalkeeper

Turner was

Colin Westrand, who turned in an
outstanding game with 10 saves.

ic once ;
isses for HI

age

Other contributors included fresh

11)

man Brad Schumacher with- goals in
both the first and second periods.
Senior Mike Maroney added one in

the second period and Rey Rivera
contributed one in the third period.
"Overall we played defense very
well, and even though our offense
was
somewhat
tentative
on
shooting, it was a good match,"
said Head •Coach John Tanner. "It
was important to win our first match.
It builds more confidence for the
young players."
Tanner was especially pleased
with Maroney's performance. "He
played defense very well, especially
since he had to guard Davis' Matt
Crawford, who was unable to score.
This really helped our team stay
together."
Tanner continued by

crediting Westrand with "great
blocking" and junior Darren Baldwin,
"with a strong overall game." Tiger
freshmen
Matt
Kipp
and
Schumacher responded well in their
first collegiate match and impressed
Tanner. "They really showed con
fidence."
Team member Baldwin said, "We
accomplished what we wanted by
running a good defense." On a
critical note he felt that, "We could
have been more
ning our offense,
a good test for
Davis didn't
(See

Polo,

aggressive in run
still the match was
the season."
seem to have the
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Quail Lakes fUhletic Club
Your Membership is an Investment in Your Health
Club Features
"F goalie reaches for ball during practice
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Alcaide. At S.F. State on Sunds
Sunday,
the Tigers were again defeated,
losing 3-1.
Right now, the team has a two
week rest until its next game during
Homecoming weekend. During this
period of rest, the injured hope to
be back to full strength so they can
weekend win.
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•Aerobic Conditioning Class
•Hydroflt Water Exercise
•Silver Solarium Suntan Room
•Child Care
•Steam Room, Saunas,
•The "Back Court" Snack Bar
•Therapeutic Massage
•European Facials/Waxing
•Stairmasters
•Rowing Machines

Enroll Now for only $1.00

lead the Tigers to a Homecoming

traveled

IMi "Weekend

•Cardiovascular Fitness Center with
Professional Instruction
•Nautilus, Cam II, Cam Star, Cybex,
Paramount, Universal, & Hogan
•Free Weights
*6 Championship Racquetball Courts
•Full Basketball Court
•Heated 20 X 50 Lap Pool with
Sunning Area
•Treadmills

'

finished 19th in 16:33.9, round
ing out the Tigers in the top 20.
This Saturday, the Tigers are in

Closed one week a year for renovation 8i repair.

Fresno for the Fresno Pacific Invitational at Woodward Park. The
,s scheduled ,
begin a,
mKt
^ ^
Th]S week
will be crucial for us. We'll be in
Fresno for a tough invitational.
It's a fair course. If everybody is

Quail Lakes fithletic Club
Your Total Fitness Center

healthy we should have a fair idea
of how things will shape up,
Tilton.

said

"We still have a ways to go."

(2091951-3795

2303 W. March Lane

Stockton, CA 95207

School Ties" Hits Close To Home
(CPS)—For actor/college stu
dent Chris O'Donnell, making "School
Ties" was a chance to redeem him
self.
The film, released Sept. 18 by
Paramount
Pictures,
features
O'Donnell as Reece, prep school
roommate of David Greene (played
by Brendan Fraser of "Encino Man"),
a Jewish quarterback who struggles
with the anti-Semitism of his peers.
The film is set in 1955, when Greene,
a laborer's son, leaves his high school
in Scranton, Pa. to play his senior
year at St. Matthew's elite prep
school in New England as part of a
scholarship deal that will land him at
Harvard University.
"When 1 was in
high school, I remember my friends

Weekly Entertainment
$
Callendar

C"" .

own when he goes back for his last
year at Boston College this fall,
really enjoy it," he said. "The years
spend in college are the best years o
my life "
It is friendship, in fact, tnat
makes' "School Ties" so easily iden
tifiable for young people. Students
will "identify with feeling as an out
sider and wanting to be part of a
group and doing anything they can
to be a member. And perhaps to go
as far as (Greene) did and (hide) his
faith," O'Donnell said.
Students also
will identify with the pressure to
succeed, with scenes focusing on
one student's reaction to a French
test and Dillon's desperate measures

picking on people and it was not into the role of defending a room
right," said O'Donnell, 22, a Boston mate, since he considers his col
College marketing major who also lege buddies his "best friends in
O'Donnell keeps close to
appeared in "Fried Green Tomatoes" life."
and "Men Don't Leave."
O'Donnell his college chums, most of whom
wanted to stop his buddies from graduated last year. When he visits
teasing others, but restrained him a city where they live, O'Donnell said
self because "it was too important he invites them to party at his hotel
to be cool." That's why he chose to room: "Dude, come over, there s
Despite the perks as an
do this film .
"I didn't have the nerve free food!"
to stick up for (others). Reece did," actor, O'Donnell often finds himself
O'Donnell said.
As Reece, O'Donnell missing the benefits of college life.
is the only character to stand up for "There was one girl I wanted to go
Greene, who hides his religion until steady with (at Boston College), but
jealous backup quarterback Dillon she said I wasn't around enough," he
After missing most of last year
(played by Matt Damon of 'Mystic said.
making
films,
O'Donnell plans to es
Pizza") venomously reveals the truth.
O'Donnell said it was not hard to get tablish some new school ties of his

(See

School

Ties,

Page
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Will your company grow as fast as you do?
between getting ahead. And

Over the last five years, while

Almost every company's re

banging your head.

cruiting ad promises you rapid

economic conditions stalled

growth. But before making any

many organizations, Andersen

decisions, ask them how fast

Consulting averaged 20% growth

they're growing. After all, you're

per year Compare that figure

going to have trouble moving up
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ing. It could be the difference
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Business & Computer Science Majors interested in Information Systems
Consulting, please join us for an Information Session
October 1, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. McCaffrey Conference Room
In preparation for interviews on November 12.
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Over 100 distinctive stores and services that offer friendly, personalized service.
Women's Apparel

Collectibles

Office Supplies

Men's Apparel

Art, Hobby 8c Crafts

Travel 8c Luggage

Children's Apparel

Antiques & Fine Art

Sports Equipment

Footwear

Beauty Salons & Barber

Optical & Medical Offices

Jewelry

Grocery

Pharmacy

Electronics

Candy & Coffees

Realtors

Music

Fine Dining

Service Stations

Video

Cards 8c Gifts

Dry Cleaning

Photography

Toys & Books

And Much, Much More!

Home Interiors
Kitchenware
Clocks
Florist

^
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Oct.

1,

Fri Thuja in o
MfrfrTv™, "

both sides of Benjamin Holt

3q,

exPlain tY
Slims - Billy Boy Arnold, Jimmy Rodgers (blues). $10, 9 p.m. 333 What's
up Doc?'
11th St., S.F.
ne dium
as a wa

Thursday.

Shop Stocktons Finest Shopping Center!

9,-pt

v"

•

Open ,0 3 p.m. Tues.. W*»
pmv« N» and McAl*

S"J,S«ll-5

Drive at Pacific Avenue in

National Gallery^f iXnd- f„™ m'
1x001 Mantegna to Goya.
45 naintin,, f
,

Stockton. For more information

through Dec T

please call 477-4868.

Sundays.

o

noon „riy.

early

First Sa

h

Urd^
8th Ave &

llalian

Approximate

Renaissance to the 19th CentuJ
l°

°f

5

P'm'

Wed,lcsdavs

Month is Free, 10
'lr-> Golden Gate Park, S.F.

thr°UJ

A

Punchline Walnut Creek "n ''

Tuesdays through

QR<

Byron Yee. Through
u

,

W

McAlister. 1661 Bo,help Dr., Waln.^Creek,0''

The shopping center with a smile!
^Renaissance Pleasure Faire Sent z
Coon^.

P F

cu
Shannon-

thT^ \44b^rn;

Pacific Ave. at Benjamin Holt Dr.

J(
Hel

5

COMEDY
Improv - Dan Rosen T q,.
401 Mason St., STC

aude„,s
of i,|„es

n

1-800-52-FAIRE fo, ticket info.-""

Novato,

Thur

GR^

•h»n f„rmal
-
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„,ild be necessary to do
jt \V0UI
_
.
jn years to come in
[ jiiJdilg
the house total
to keep

L

rush chairman of
f,1organ

I Ganinia'

said

Bering

loW

,tal 's

that their
's 8°°^

8°' wb'cb

the

number

of

, , went through rush last

Itn

i_

f0r Delta Gamma, house

usually 34 to 35 new
i)U15
a year, and last year's
«bers
„c n Due to the loss of
was
Uting seniors the soror.ty

\ total dropped.
'use this is the first

tune all

sororities have had continu„pen bidding, most people
"not

to the pro' Hopefully it will become
in the following years.
%a Chi Omega is the one
on campus that has done
arority
ntinuous open bidding before.
, Relieve it is more relaxed
accustomed

J,

lotball

or

}lt inued
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added eight

lies for 83 yards. Ryan Benjamin
held under 100 yards for the
nd consecutive game, getting
(yards on 13 carries.
When the offense turns over the
dtf six times in one game, it puts
yreat deal of pressure on the
Htnse. Like last week, the Pacific
tfense played one of its best game
i years, giving up 17 points and only
|1 total yards. Linebacker and
lav-caller for the defense,
Jason
konez, had his best game of the
siion. Vasconez had nine tackles,

Polo

(tfntinued

from

Page

"

CUer

Patrick Naessens, director of
student life, views continuous
open bidding as positive for the
entire Greek system.
Naessens
states, 'It is an opportunity for
the chapters to rush women that
would not go through the normal
formal rush process. It helps to
diversify their membership."

(Continued

9)

"It was good to see
I am

"®fy looking forward to next year
we will have a really strong

^ This year, the guys will have
shot at a National Champi^but next year we will really be

From

Page

3)

The Pacific football team has
had many problems this year, but
things should change this week
end. The Tigers face Southwest
Missouri St. this Saturday at 7:05
p.m. The Tigers need a lot of
support, so come out and cheer
the team to its first victory of the
season.

Virus

(Continued

political continuum demonstrates
his ignorance. We cannot compare
the College Republicans (political
organization) with GAP (an edu
cational
organization).
GAP
members come from all political
affiliations and all sexual orienta
tions. Yes, there are straight as
well as Republican members in
GAP. The violence does not lie
between campus organizations
but lies in the reality that as many
as 92% of gay men
and lesbians report being targets
of verbal abuse and threats; one
third are survivors of violence
related to their gayness.

including seven assisted tackles. He
also broke up three pass plays. Grant
C arter added seven tackles, includ
ing a forced fumble, while teammate
Dominic Kaanaana had eight solo
tackles. The defense made Boise
punt eight times, but turnovers made
the Pacific defense work harder and
raise its level of play.

young guys out there playing

from

Page

from
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""""•unity with both education and
tlre to those touched by the AIDS
Urns.
bor the new students on campus,
rne explain

the usual format of
Jat's up Doc?". I try to use this
e 1Uin as a way of providing ac(
tate Medical information on health
"es or the center itself.
^n 'he lobby of the health center,
re is a container for anonymous
st
^ 'ons, I encourage you to ask
Je Rations which may interest
an
tlie h other students. Topics in
P^t have included everything
'OH C-Pry
/ .
u s to sunless tanning lotions.
;
yba'So use this weekly column to
ate students on the trends and
Mternc r •„
°> illnesses that are com
n

Page

lan campus activities a
upportVesponsible

choices

iday, September 24^ F

CE COVELL PATIO ROOM
(in the dining hall)

Responsible 0^'°n®46.2256

Alcohol and prljgs

tinued forward movement. "Just
because we faced those tough
times doesn't mean we're through
them," he said.
Atchley is also hoping to im
prove communication through
out the University. "I'm setting
up a cabinet that will consist of
representatives from the admin
istration, faculty, staff and stu
dents," he said. "I also hope to
take part in more campus activi,•
»
ties.
"I think it's time to start think
ing positive," Atchley said. "UOP
is a fine place to be and enough
time has been spent on the
negative. Let's move into the
future with a positive attitude."

Anderson Y

(Continued
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LAURA SCUDDER REGULAR POTATO CHIPS
1.125 OZ. SINGLE SERVING
Limit one item per customer.
Offer good through October 19,1992.

Xlickjl|

10)

FREEOREOS
NABISCO OREO COOKIES
2 OZ. SINGLE SERVING
Limit one item per customer.
Offer good through October 19,1992.

XuckM

When it comes to studying, there's something even

reacquaint yourself with the pleasures of real food.
Trouble with Economics? Don't worry. We have the
lowest overall prices in town. And if you're short on cash,

a student body could possibly crave. From guilt-free

you can always use your VisaT MasterCard® or ATM

health food to mandatory

card instead.
So cut out the study aids above. And bring them to

munchies.

the store that does

No time to cook?
Dorm food getting old?

more for higher

Then try our service

education than

deli and bakery, and
©1992 LUCKY STORES, INC.

the government.
7506 Pacific Ave., Stockton
3215 Pacific Ave., Stockton

7)

cision will also have major ecological
implications. Stop by the table and
write to: Governor Pete Wilson,
Senator Patrick Johnston, Repre
sentative Dean Andal, the San
Joaquin General Plan Lawsuit Fund
and editors of the county newspa
pers.
UOP RECYCLING PROGRAM
In light of our planet's environ
mental crisis, it is a disgrace that our
campus does not have a recycling
program in place. The University
should be leading the community in
these issues, not trailing behind.
Stop by the table and write to:
President Bill Atchley, Executive VicePresident John Ryan, Physical Plant
Director Joe Kirim and Environmental Safety Officer Parrel Houdashelt.

FREE CHIPS

Fortunately, your nearby Lucky store has everything

1IN THE R O tfvSeSCSvents

1)

Limit one item per customer.
Offer good through October 19,1992.

more important than legible notes: food.

campus.

Page

REGULAH COCA-COLA
16 OZ. BOTTLE

to attend Harvard. While the schoolrelated themes and acting score
touchdowns, the script fumbles a
good opportunity to explore antiSemitism. Greene's backbone and
integrity seem to slip during the film.
He'll beat up a biker who calls him a
name, but won't wear his Star of
David at the prep school. He becomes
a victim of hate crimes by his peers,
then covers for them when Dillon s
cheating lands them all in hot water.
In the end, O'Donnell's character
does a better job of redeeming
himself than Greene.

from

FREE COKE

home facing UCSB at 3 p.m. at
Kjeldsen pool. Hopefully all UOP
students will come show their sup
port for this returning match.

From

Atchley

(Continued

NOW OFFERING
HELP WITH YOUR
HOMEWORK.

focusing on it."
Upcoming matches will be chal
lenging for the team.
Thursday the
Tigers head to Stanford for the first
of three matches on the road. The
following matches are Saturday
against Pepperdine and Sunday
against University of California at
Santa Barbara. Tanner is optimistic
about the first set of away matches.
"It is difficult to play on the road.
Being at home offers strong advan
tages with factors ranging from the
positioning of the sun to the back
ground you shoot into, and just
being at home in your own pool."
On Oct. 1, Pacific will be back at

(Continued

1)

transmitted through saliva.
Students can sign up for the
immunization at the health cen
ter until Oct. 3, for the first of
three shots taken over a 6 month
period. According to Dr. Grimes,
the student response has been
strong so far. Over 200 positive
responses were received from
letters that went out over the
summer informing students of
Hepatitis B.
"It is essential to complete all
three shots for adequate protection
against the virus," Grimes said. The
shots cost $42 a piece and can be
charged to student accounts. The
first of the three shots will be offered
Oct. 5 through the 9.

School Ties

Doc

Mafin

Letter

is

Sorority member Angela Low
inds continuous open bidding
confusing because Panhellinic has
taken a "hands-off" policy toward
open bidding. The rushee may be
contused because she is unsure
ot what the process is all about
and may not know about events
and what they entail.

pi and was pleased with the team's

Winued

to them, it

«nd gives them mor
«° talk to rushees

""demanding of the
sorority as well as the Greek
system before they go through
8
formal rush.
d

Redshirted team member, senior

iecause

According

Informal bidding also helps girls
go.ng through spring rush to get

W Hinders, was on hand for sup-

™ and developing more.

h Jue (o kss

C3SUal

t,me

hnina to maintain strong third and
ith periods. Their defense was
akened, which allowed the Tiger's
shine offensively.
Pacific kept
hs goalkeeper Matt Darrah busy
A10 goals and 11 other shots on
Sll.

'"formance.

"

r

Xuckti
The Low Price Leader. Every Day.,.'

My Mom, 5he
Througk

-thinks 3ll 1 eyer do if g°

phases'You changed your major

again ? Now it's fthiy'c Pa nee E>r/nf ? iNhen
are you going +0 come to your
and
p i c k S o m e t h i n g $eh£ijble?
I
que#

x (jiy6

Juf'f

<3r\oih€phdt@. [

I tola

her,

me a hreak Ma* I meso I kep"h the

S"a™e phone company a//£>ur y e a r / . . .
She wa*

impressed"

0 matter what phase of college life you're in, AT&T can
help you through it. Just choose AT&T Long Distance.
__ And you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver
Plus, a line of products and services designed specifically to meet
your needs while you're in college.
'
_
Our Reach Out* Plans can save you money on AT&T Long Distance, no

«»«
AT&T Calling Caul lets you call fmm JTroon"nates
Ak>'

^en you sign up for AT&T, your fireTraHiTfree^"
And with AT&T, you'll get the Li ,Di ui ree
So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. Youi^

To sign up for AEKT Student Saver Plus, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 848.
Mynal*in widenct fulls on voir campus. .Must haw true touch tone telephone awl «er\*e * *You'll
^.?WA??h*TbM
,.
of dwc-dUW mmm n*. and wetend ollln, buad on rmes
You could m mow
Youll rewiw one »J AT&T LD Cemhoie equivalent to 22 minutes
mifaaes depending on where ot when yew tall Ofler l.m.ted to « orufioue

i

